Learning for Life Pathway

C collective responsibility
H high expectations
I Independence
L learn and reflect
D dignity and respect

Welcome
Welcome to the Learning for Life curriculum. We see this as an exciting time for both the children and adults involved, aiming to provide both structured and play based learning opportunities of the highest quality within a stimulating and caring
environment.
Our Learning for Life Curriculum pathway aims to support complex individuals to engage in learning that is functional and meaningful to them. The aim is that your child will continue to have the opportunities to develop their relevant skills to ensure they
have access to the appropriate opportunities following school to have a fulfilled life.
The learning for life curriculum is primarily an access curriculum for pupils from National Curriculum Years 3 – 7. The curriculum is focused around the seven areas of the Early Years Foundation Stage and Development Matters Framework:
3 prime areas
Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Communication and Language
Physical Development
4 specific areas
Literacy
Mathematical Development
Knowledge and Understand of the World
Expressive Arts and Design

These areas of learning are taught using a cross curricular approach within a 1:1, small group and independent learning environment. Your child will have regular access to sensory integration environments across the week, including soft play, sensory
rooms and access to the therapy gym (for pupils with occupational therapy plans). Identified provision in your Child’s Education, Health and Care Plan is also in place to ensure their Outcomes are achieved and learning is truly personalised.
Non-subject specific experiences aim to teach the EYFS areas through play and exploration, structured teaching and routines (incorporating elements of TEACCH), effective total communication environments and learning to learn activities (Engagement
for Learning). Self-help and independence skills are also taught using a functional approach. Maintaining engagement is key within the learning for life pathway – our main aim is to make learning motivating and fun.
Regular observations and assessments are made in order to record progress, establish levels of attainment, inform future planning and next steps in relation to individual Educational Health Care Plans.

The Topic Overview
The curriculum is topic based and follows a four year cycle. The delivery is personalised and allows for developmental progress as the pupils move through the pathway.
Year Cycle

Cycle A

Term

Link to post 16 Transition

Topic Title

Suggested Reading Texts For Class Planning

Autumn

World of Work

999

Fireman Sam, Police Officers on Patrol (Kersten Hamliton), Awesome Engines: Emergency! (Margaret Mayo), Cops and Robbers
(Allan Ahlberg), Franklin goes to the Hospital (Paulette Bourgeois), People Who Help Us Series (Rebecca Hunter), Topsy and Tim

Magic

Academy for Witches (NI curriculum), Meg and Mog, Winnie the Witch, Harry Potter, Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them, The
Princess and The Wizard (Julia Donaldson), Spells (Emily Gravewell)

Blue Planet

Lost and Found, Snail and the Whale, Commotion in the Ocean, Rainbow Fish, Tiddler, The Little Mermaid, Sharing a Shell, A Hole in
the Bottom of the Sea, Mister Sea Horse.

Spring

Summer

Community

Leisure

Autumn

World of Work

World of Work

Spring

Community

Animals and Habitats

Cycle B

Summer

Autumn
Cycle C

Leisure

World of Work

Imagination

All About Us

3 Little Pigs, The Little Red Hen, Hairdresser Sensory Story, Percy the Park Keeper, Topsy and Tim go to the Park, Non-Fiction Texts on
shops, café, restaurants etc, First Experiences with Biff, Chip and Kipper (Roderick Hunt) includes going to the hospital, dentist,
hairdresser).
Rumble in the Jungle, Old MacDonald, The Jungle Book, What the Ladybird Heard, Animal Boogie, Dear Zoo, Monkey and Me,
Giraffes Can’t Dance, The Duck in the Truck, Usborne – That’s not my (animal books)
Traditional and Fairy Tales:
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood, The Gingerbread Man, Shrek, Zog (Julia Donaldson), Lullabyhullaballoo (Mick
Inkpen), Princess Mirror-belle and the Dragon Pox (Julia Donaldson), The Gruffalo (Julia Donaldson)
Superhero’s:
Supertato, The Incredibles, Superworm (Julia Donaldson)
It’s Ok to be Different (by Todd Parr), Pete the Cat – My magic sunglassess, Super Duper You (By Sophy Henn),
The Colour Monster, My Name is Bear, Owl Babies, Funny Bones, Monkey Puzzle, The Mega Magic Hair Swap
How to Catch a Star, Way Back Home, Wallace and Gromit, Izzy Gizmo, My Friend Robot, Whatever Next, Aliens Love Underpants

Spring

Community

Space, Robots and Machines

Summer

Leisure

Going Out and Travel

Autumn

World of Work

Past and Present

Cycle D
Spring

Summer

Community

Leisure

Pirates and Treasure

Food Glorious Food

Teddy Bears Picnic, We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, On The Way Home, Sensory Stories around specific countries, Paddington Bear,
Magic Train Ride (Sarah Crabtree), We all go travelling by (Shanna Roberts),
Dinosaurs:
The Good Dinosaur, Dinosaur Rap Barefoot Books, 10 Terrible Dinosaurs, The Somethingosaur, Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs,
The Dance of the Dinosaurs
Knights & Castles –
Bizzy Bear: Knights Castle (Benji Davies), In the Castle (Anna Millbourne), Peep Inside the Castle (Anna Millbourne), The Knight Who
Wouldn’t Fight
Charlie Cooks Favourite Book, Portside Pirates Barefoot Books, Night Pirates, Pirates (NI curriculum), What Pirates really do, Pirates
love underpants, Pirate Pete, 10 Little Pirates, Pirates Ahoy!, Pirates of the Caribbean, Teatime for Pirates (Richard Dugworth)
Tiger Who came to Tea, The Enormous Turnip, Tasty Poems, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, Don’t Forget the Bacon, The Lighthouse
Keeper’s Lunch (Rhonda Armitage), Pass the Jam Jim!, Don’t Put Your Finger in the Jelly, Nelly!, Oliver’s Fruit Salad, Oliver’s
Vegetables, Oliver’s Milkshake, Handa’s Surprise, Green Eggs and Ham (Dr Seuss), I Will Not Ever Eat a Tomato (Lauren Child)

Class learning Opportunities
The learning opportunities for each child is identified and updated each half term and are reflected in the topics outlined above. These are then personalised on Personal Learning Planners and reflect the Education Health and Care Plan outcomes for
each child.

Class Learning Opportunities
Subjects

Area of Need

English
(Literacy, Communication and Language)

Maths

PSHE & RHE

Other Areas of Learning

Intent
The intent of the English curriculum is to ensure that pupils
enjoy English and develop interest in books and sensory
stories. Pupils will work towards recognising and reading
images, social sight symbols and symbols that are part of their
daily routine. Pupils will also work towards developing
understanding and recognising their own name and other
important key words. Pupils will continue to develop their
communication (including body movement, facial
expressions, eye pointing, intensive interaction, signing and
use of communication systems) and speaking and listening
skills. Pupils will extend their spoken or signed vocabulary and
make progress in phonics by recalling and discriminating
between sounds. Pupils will work towards developing their
pre-writing skills including mark-making and fine motor
activities. Pupils will develop their imagination skills in drama
and role play activities.

Intent
The intent of the Maths curriculum is to provide
firm foundations for the maths skills pupils will
begin to apply to their everyday lives. Pupils will
continue to develop six main areas that collectively
underpin early mathematical thinking.
1. Cardinality and Counting.
Cardinality refers to understanding that a number
refers to the quantity or the “howmanyness” of
things it represents, for example, the “Threeness”
of three. When children understand the cardinality
of numbers, they know what the number means in
terms of knowing how many things they refer.
Pupils will work towards learning to count reliably
with numbers from 1 to 20, place them in order and
find one more or one less. They may learn to add
and take away with numbers up to 10 and solve
simple problems.
2. Comparison
Pupils will develop understanding that comparing
numbers and the ability to know which numbers are
worth more or less than each other.
3. Composition
Pupils
will
develop
their
“part-whole”
understanding that numbers are made of two or
more other smaller numbers. Pupils will learn to
“see” the whole number and its parts at the same
time and may go on to develop skills in addition and
subtraction.
4. Pattern
Pupils will develop their ability to look and fine
patterns which enables children to understand
mathematical relationships. Patterns can be made
up of objects as well as movements and sounds
(linking with music, dance, phonics and rhymes).
Pupils will be able to spot and create patterns in a
range of other contexts such as printed patterns,
timetables, numbers and stories.
5. Shape and Space
Pupils will develop shape vocabulary and
understanding of what happens when shapes move
or combine with other shapes, developing their
spatial skills and wider mathematical thinking.
6. Measures
Pupils will work towards learning to recognise
differences and compare size, weight, capacity,
position, distance, time and money in their
everyday routines.

Intent
Our intent, through this PSHE curriculum, is to support
pupils to develop in to well-rounded members of society.
To enable them to live safely in the world and to be as
independent as possible.

Physical Development
Pupils will have access to a range of physical activities to develop both fine motor and gross
motor skills. These include:
•
Rebound therapy
•
Swimming
•
Physical Education Lessons
•
Outdoor learning
•
Forest schools
•
Sensory integration
•
Access to Therapy gym
•
Access to Bikes
•
Access to climbing equipment in soft play and playground.

Implementation
Pupils will have specific English lessons identified on their
class timetable, where they will share a group activity such as
a sensory story, rhyme or story sack and songs on the
interactive whiteboard. Pupils will have daily communication,
listening and attention activities (including attention autism
sessions) to develop pre-phonics skills. Pupils will have weekly
practice of early communication skills including attention
building activities, selecting and naming activities and
activities to support visual communication skills (such as
matching, grouping, sorting and finding the odd one out). A
total communication environment will be used to support
communication and interaction skills including the use of
Makaton, PECS and symbols. Opportunities will be identified
for the cross-curricular application of skills in pupils personal
learning planners.
Impact on pupils
Pupils will be engaged in their learning and motivated to
acquire new skills. Pupils will read for both enjoyment and
pleasure and begin to understand information in a variety of
settings. This will enable pupils to have a better
understanding of the world around them. Pupils will have
improved self-expressions and be able to express their own
ideas and opinions. Pupils will develop their hand skills and be
able to use functional tools and continue to develop
handwriting. Pupils will develop their communication skills
and early language development verbally or using
augmentative alternative communication (AAC).

Implementation:
Pupils will explore a wide range of mathematical
and functional, everyday maths-related equipment.
Pupil will develop basic mathematical concepts and

Implementation
PSHE at TWS is delivered in three different ways.
1 –Each pupil receives regular discrete PSHE sessions that
deliver the content of the PSHE framework through a
wide range of activities. The length of these sessions
depends on the needs and ability of the pupil. The
modules will cover the following topics;
•
Self-awareness
•
Self-Care support and safety (including public
and private for our bodies and our actions for
KS3 pupils).
•
Relationships: Managing Feelings
•
Relationships: Changing and Growing
•
Healthy Lifestyles
•
The World I Live in
Different relationships, including same sex relationships,
will be covered from Year 6/7 onwards.
2 – Through everyday activities and learning
opportunities such as sharing equipment at playtime,
feeding themselves at snack time, making a snack,
personal care routines, getting changed before and after
PE etc.
3 – In their Personal Learning Planner, every pupil has
tailored learning opportunities that take place across the
curriculum to support them to make progress towards the
outcomes in their EHCP. The outcomes for Social,
Emotional and Mental Health (SEMH) and Physical,
Medical and Sensory often relate to PSHE.
Impact
For pupils to be able to:
•
Develop
resilience,
confidence
and
independence.
•
Understand and regulate their emotions.
•
Carry out every day self-care tasks.
•
Understand how to keep themselves safe in a
variety of situations.
•
Understand the world around them.
•
Keep themselves physically and emotionally
healthy.
•
Develop body awareness.
•
Develop fundamental British Values to enable
them to make a positive contribution to society.
•
Understand that not everyone is the same.
•
Develop
and
understand
appropriate
relationships.

Understanding the World
People and Communities
Implementation and Intent:
Pupils learn about the similarities between themselves and others, families, communities and
different traditions through celebration days throughout the year (including charity events
and different cultural celebrations), educational visits, role play and cooking sessions. The aim
of these experiences is for pupils to gain an understanding of themselves and their place in
the world and the lives of others.
Impact
Pupils can show interests in people who are familiar to them and show interest and
communicate about past and present events in their own lives and in the lives of others. Pupils
begin to understand the similarities and differences between themselves and others to
increase self-awareness
The World
Implementation and Intent:
Pupils learn about the natural world and explore how things happen, changes in the
environment and how things work. This is linked to our termly topic. Pupils have access to a
range of multisensory learning opportunities which includes exploratory and investigative
play opportunities, sensory exploration opportunities and scientific exploration. We aim for
pupils to gain an understanding in the world they live in and how the environment can change.
Impact
Pupils can respond to and comment on their environment around them. Pupils begin to
explore and manipulate their environment and show awareness and curiosity about the world
around them.
Technology/ Online Safety
Implementation and Intent:
Pupils have the opportunity to access and operate a wide range of technology throughout
their school day. Online safety is also taught at a developmentally appropriate level within
understanding the world sessions. Pupils have the opportunity to explore cause and effect
toys and different types of technology. Pupils also have the opportunity to access interactive
learning environments within school. We aim to teach pupils the skills to select and use
technology appropriately for particularly purposes and to use the internet appropriately and
safely.
Impact
Pupils will discover, explore and engage in a range of technologies that uses the internet and
demonstrate their skills to use technological toys and equipment appropriately. Pupils will be
able to respond with curiosity and describe communication via technology.

apply these directly to their daily lives. Staff support
pupils to develop their skills based on their
individual differences and interests. Pupils will be
given opportunities to explore maths in a range of
different environments; in both functional activities
and exploratory/structured play activities.
Maintaining engagement is key throughout. Pupils
will be encouraged to develop curious, problem
solving minds and therefore resilience.
Impact:
Pupils will be able to apply their basic
understanding of number, shape, space and
measure to complete functional, self-supporting
skills in their everyday lives. This will allow pupils to
become increasing independent in managing their
day and making informed choices as they get older.

Communication
and Interaction

Expressive Arts and Design
Implementation & Intent
Pupils learn to explore and use media and materials through music sessions, songs and dance.
We aim to encourage and develop children’s listening and responsive skills to music and
sounds. Pupils also have the opportunity to engage in regular art and creative sessions to
explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques. The aim is for pupils to experiment and
explore with colour, design, texture, form and function. Pupils also learn to develop their own
ideas, thoughts and feelings through role play and stories. Structured play skills sessions and
role play sessions offer opportunities linked to the term’s theme. Celebration days including
World Book Day and Literature though the arts week also offer the opportunity for pupils to
express themselves in a variety of ways and extend their range of interests and play skills.
Impact
Pupils are able to respond to music and songs in a range of different ways including to support
self-regulation, develop movement and for enjoyment. Pupils can explore and use a range of
instruments and understand how sound can change. Pupils are able to access and explore a
range of colours, textures and materials and develop their own creatively. Pupils may also
create simple representations of people, events and objects and engage in imaginative role
play around personal experiences.

Our Intent: To develop expressive (the ability to communicate) and receptive (the ability to understand) communication in order to enable pupils to be able communicate their needs and wishes, emotions, choices and to be able to understand and follow instructions.
Our Implementation: To use a total communication environment and offer personal learning opportunities to meet children’s personalised communication and interaction outcomes.
Our Impact: To promote individual liberty by developing their independence, their tolerance and understanding of democracy.

Cognition and
Learning

Our Intent: To develop a pupils Responsiveness, Curiosity, Investigation, Discovery, Anticipation, Initiation and Persistence in regards to the world around them.
Our Implementation: To use a total communication environment, a variety of multi-sensory learning experiences, structured teaching methods and independent work systems (TEACCH approach), personalised learning around special interests and motivators and a
variety of experiences including outdoor and community learning. We aim to do this by teaching attention and listening skills, sensory and emotional regulation, social interaction skills, and acquisition of new skills leading to independence.
Our Impact: To promote independence of life skills and generalise acquired skills. To enable them to experience life to their full potential.

Social,
Emotional and
Mental Health

Our Intent: To give pupils the skills to identify, understand and regulate emotions
Our Implementation: To use intensive interaction, a range of therapies and sensory regulation. We aim to do this by nurturing creativity, self-expression and self-acceptance through the teaching self-awareness, awareness of others and cooperative play.
Our Impact: For pupils to live happy, fulfilled and mentally healthy lives.

Sensory and
Physical

Our Intent: To equip them with the correct tools to embrace their strengths and to help them build confidence to participate in life.
Our Implementation: Through a wide variety of activities and therapies.
Our Impact: To regulate their own sensory needs in a variety environments and locations. To have the physical development to live as independently as possible.

How we assess learning and development
Formative Assessment
On-going formative assessment is at the heart at of early years practice
Photos and videos – These are taken of children of both planned activities and incidental learning.
Learning Journeys - The photos and videos taken during the week are reviewed by the teacher and linked to the individual learning outcomes for each child.
Weekly Planning - The recorded outcomes from the Learning Journeys feed in to changes to the weekly planning to ensure that children’s needs are consistently met.
Reporting to Parents
Parents play a vital role in their child’s learning. To ensure correlation between school and home we use a variety of ways to report on their child’s progress as well as enabling them to work and play with their child at home.
Home School Diaries
Personal Learning Planners
Parents open day events
Parent’s Evening
Regular photos and videos shared with parents via the Evidence for Learning App.
Termly Reports
Summative Assessment
Annual assessment is carried out in line with Government and School policy. We also use
Personal Learning Goals (Linked to EHCP Outcomes) - The outcomes for each child are assessed termly and progress is recorded. Changes to planning are made accordingly.
English and Maths Tettenhall Wood Steps
Engagement profiling (Engagement for Learning Framework)
Annual Reviews

